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Suspected TR4
case on Peru
banana plantation
Bananas on sale in Iquitos, Peru · Photo: Carlos Mora
Country's agriculture agency Senasa
confirms it is testing samples of potential fungal infection found near
Piura
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The agency also pointed out that it has

initiated at the national level to protect all

developed 11 specific technical protocols

areas of banana and plantain production."

that focus on the exclusion, suppression
and eradication of TR4 if it were to appear

The likely discovery of TR4 (Tropical race

of Fusarium oxysporum – on a 0.5ha field

4) in Peru comes just a couple years on

in Sullana, to the north of Piura in

f r o m the July 2019 discovery of South
America's first ever case of the fungus in
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"Likewise, a phytosanitary alert has been

Health Service, Senasa, said it had detected
a possible case of Tropical race 4 – a strain

Agrocalidad

fungus'

moment TR4 is not present in Ecuador.

causes the devastating Fusarium wilt or
Panama disease in banana plants.
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in the country – including a contingency
plan that was updated in December 2020.
Additional reporting by Maura Maxwell.
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Fruitnet understands that field samples
have been sent to Senasa's Plant Health
Diagnostic Centres for analysis, and that
experts in other parts of the world have
also been called upon to assist with
identifying the disease. The results of four
different tests are expected in the coming
days, it said.
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Asiafruit Magazine.
Ecuador’s Agency for the Regulation and
Control of Phytosanitary and Animal
Health (Agrocalidad) asked exporters and
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